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the pulitzer prize and bancroft prize winning epic history of the american southwest from the
acclaimed twentieth century author of lamy of santa fe great river was hailed as a literary
masterpiece and enduring classic when it first appeared in 1954 it is an epic history of four
civilizations native american spanish mexican and anglo american that people the southwest
through ten centuries with the skill of a novelist the veracity of a scholar and the love of a
long time resident paul horgan describes the rio grande its role in human history and the
overlapping cultures that have grown up alongside it or entered into conflict over the land it
traverses now in its fourth revised edition great river remains a monumental part of american
historical writing here is known and unknown history emotion and color sense and sensitivity
battles for land and the soul of man cultures and moods fused by a glowing pen and a scholarly
mind into a cohesive and memorable whole the boston sunday herald transcends regional history and
soars far above the river valley with which it deals a survey rich in color and fascinating in
pictorial detail of four civilizations the aboriginal indian the spanish the mexican and the
anglo american it is in the best sense of the word literature it has architectural plan scholarly
accuracy stylistic distinction and not infrequently real nobility of spirit allan nevins author
of ordeal of the union one of the major masterpieces of american historical writing carl carmer
author of stars fell on alabama the rio grande river of destiny is a monumental study of the rio
grande and the people along its banks near the once fabulous now ghost town of creede colorado
flow the springs and the trickles of melting snow which make the rio grande here at 14 000 feet
is born a river which irrigates 1 751 700 acres of farmland in the united states and mexico in
the course of its violent precipitous meandering laze descent to the gulf of mexico 1800 miles
away the rio grande is beauty and history and legend and economics and social problems a
touchstone river of american life a river of destiny indeed excerpt from book jacket the
bestselling book about the los angeles river originally published in 2001 is updated with an
afterword that includes the los angeles county 2021 master plan to improve the quality of life
and ecosystem health in the region all centered at the original source the los angeles river rio
la tales from the los angeles river 20th anniversary edition traces the history and lore of the
los angeles river when the book was first published in 2001 few people even regarded the river
but because of morrison s devotion to the topic la river has been rediscovered the river has
become the center of the county s 2021 masterplan to reestablish it as the heart of the city its
lifeline to all things positive an antidote to homelessness a source of increased affordable
housing new jobs good health serenity morrison traces this rediscovery in her extensive new
afterword following pages of river history dating back to before the founding of the pueblo
called los angeles together morrison and lamonica explore the river and the culture that evolves
around this virtual oasis in a land of super highways and celluloid dreams a distinguished
historian examines the development of the region and surveys the amalgamation of the aboriginal
indian spanish mexican and anglo american civilizations each river journal treats in depth one
famous north american fly fishing river on gloss paper with dramatic all color photographs
showing the river and its fishing in its different moods throughout the year each book is
authored by one experienced writer angler color photographs are contributed by professionals
helpful area maps provide access information for anglers including river drifting campgrounds
boat launching shuttling etc there is insider fly fishing help including timing of insect hatches
matching flies lodging guide and fly shop services additional bibliography map sources phone
numbers and addresses deep in trouble deep in the canyons fourteen year old dylan sands has come
all the way from north carolina to big bend national park on the texas mexico border to paddle
the fabled rio grande his partner in adventure is a local river rat his cousin rio as the two are
packing their boats for ten days in the canyons six black hawk helicopters appear overhead and
race across the river into mexico the army won t tell the boys what s happening but they are
given a weather advisory a hurricane is approaching the gulf of mexico dylan and rio have their
hearts set on their trip and can t give it up rio believes that their chances of running into
border troubles or a major storm are slim to none by canoe and raft dylan and rio venture into
the most rugged and remote reaches of the u s mexico border you may well not see another human
being during the duration of your trip the guidebook tells them they don t until a man stumbles
into camp with a seven year old boy a storm is brewing as the man who calls himself carlos begs
for help and the boy is trembling with fear the coup of the river is known as the moment in which
heavy rainfall turns a stream into an overwhelming body of water violently washing away
everything in its path as it rushes down the current taking into consideration this natural
occurrence and the cultural political status of puerto rico sebastian meltz collazo studies these
concepts as analogous structures evoked through the city of ponce interconnecting photographs and
memoirs this book explores evidence and past experiences as results of varying yet synonymous
episodes in the island s stream culminating into a singular chaotic event through time el golpe
del rio a valencia county historical society publication photographer adriel heisey has captured
the spirit of the rio grande with his awe inspiring aerial images of the river heisey follows the
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waterway from its headwaters in the san juan mountains of southern colorado through new mexico
then as it straddles and defines the texasmexico border and finally culminates with its
outpouring into the gulf of mexico heiseys images bring to life the unmistakable signature of
water that the rio grande represents in the arid southwestern landscape he ached to fly she
trained tirelessly for the stage part one of river of january examines the dizzying development
of the twentieth century through the lives of virginia farm boy montogmery chum chumbley in his
quest to fly and helen thompson a glittering new york dancer who aspired to fame when the sun
sets on the r o grande valley all manner of dark voices begin to croak snarl and wail come
explore the black shadows amidst the mesquite and palm trees down at the water s edge just have a
care not to fall or be pulled into the current a grandmother and granddaughter share a magical
trip to the hudson river affirming intergenerational love and the power of water in this heart
song of a picture book every day abuela misses the ocean in puerto rico but on saturdays when the
sun is high abuela takes her granddaughter on a walk down the hill in harlem to twelfth avenue to
a place that is just as magical the hudson river there they visit yamaya mermaids that invoke
child like wonder and hold onto the memory of all who have passed through their waters together
abuela her granddaughter and the spirits of ancient religion and familial love celebrate the
river that brought millions of new americans to its shores through the generations explores the
river s facts and history as well as the people and communities that need the river for survival
in the course of the hundreds of rio chama rafting trips that we ve logged during the last 30
years none of us has ever had a bad trip such is the magic of the rio chama no matter the weather
the water level the season the crowded big eddy boat ramp on a blistering sunday afternoon or
even the coffee forgotten at home the rio chama remains the people s river its stunning beauty
plus its exceptional camping user friendly whitewater and mostly predictable flows combine to
create one of the southwest s premiere multi day river running experiences the spectacular
towering canyon walls of the wild scenic section through the remote chama river canyon wilderness
is new mexico s own grand canyon the geology of the rio chama is so exceptional that this river
is ideally suited for a river guide with a geological theme and so following the release of the
rio grande geologic river guide in 2011 we turned our part time attention to the rio chama
although most rio chama recreation is focused on the el vado to big eddy stretch thedecision was
easily made to include the entire boatable section from the highlands in colorado to the
confluence with the rio grande as each section of the river displays its own visual spectacles
and assortment of adventures plus the geology is magnificent and diverse along the entire length
of the river a girl expresses her love of the river that she visits plays in and cares for
throughout the year this study examines human interactions with the rio grande from prehistoric
time to the present day and explores what possibilities remain for the desert river the first
atomic bombs were constructed at the los alamos national laboratory where lab workers disposed of
waste plutonium in nearby canyons leading to the rio grande today the environmental consequences
are just beginning to be understood as scientists examine the effects created by past mishandling
of one of the most toxic chemical wastes known written in an engaging accessible style plutonium
and the rio grande is the first book to offer a complete exploration of this environmental
history it includes an explanation of what plutonium is how much of it was released by the los
alamos workers and how much entered the river system directly from waste disposal and indirectly
as a result of atomic bomb fallout the book includes extensive appendices maps diagrams and
photographs environmental managers ecologists hydrologists and other river specialists as well as
concerned general readers will find the book readable and informative
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the pulitzer prize and bancroft prize winning epic history of the american southwest from the
acclaimed twentieth century author of lamy of santa fe great river was hailed as a literary
masterpiece and enduring classic when it first appeared in 1954 it is an epic history of four
civilizations native american spanish mexican and anglo american that people the southwest
through ten centuries with the skill of a novelist the veracity of a scholar and the love of a
long time resident paul horgan describes the rio grande its role in human history and the
overlapping cultures that have grown up alongside it or entered into conflict over the land it
traverses now in its fourth revised edition great river remains a monumental part of american
historical writing here is known and unknown history emotion and color sense and sensitivity
battles for land and the soul of man cultures and moods fused by a glowing pen and a scholarly
mind into a cohesive and memorable whole the boston sunday herald transcends regional history and
soars far above the river valley with which it deals a survey rich in color and fascinating in
pictorial detail of four civilizations the aboriginal indian the spanish the mexican and the
anglo american it is in the best sense of the word literature it has architectural plan scholarly
accuracy stylistic distinction and not infrequently real nobility of spirit allan nevins author
of ordeal of the union one of the major masterpieces of american historical writing carl carmer
author of stars fell on alabama

Great River

1954

the rio grande river of destiny is a monumental study of the rio grande and the people along its
banks near the once fabulous now ghost town of creede colorado flow the springs and the trickles
of melting snow which make the rio grande here at 14 000 feet is born a river which irrigates 1
751 700 acres of farmland in the united states and mexico in the course of its violent
precipitous meandering laze descent to the gulf of mexico 1800 miles away the rio grande is
beauty and history and legend and economics and social problems a touchstone river of american
life a river of destiny indeed excerpt from book jacket

The Rio Grande, River of Destiny

1949

the bestselling book about the los angeles river originally published in 2001 is updated with an
afterword that includes the los angeles county 2021 master plan to improve the quality of life
and ecosystem health in the region all centered at the original source the los angeles river rio
la tales from the los angeles river 20th anniversary edition traces the history and lore of the
los angeles river when the book was first published in 2001 few people even regarded the river
but because of morrison s devotion to the topic la river has been rediscovered the river has
become the center of the county s 2021 masterplan to reestablish it as the heart of the city its
lifeline to all things positive an antidote to homelessness a source of increased affordable
housing new jobs good health serenity morrison traces this rediscovery in her extensive new
afterword following pages of river history dating back to before the founding of the pueblo
called los angeles together morrison and lamonica explore the river and the culture that evolves
around this virtual oasis in a land of super highways and celluloid dreams

Great River

1954

a distinguished historian examines the development of the region and surveys the amalgamation of
the aboriginal indian spanish mexican and anglo american civilizations

Great River

1971

each river journal treats in depth one famous north american fly fishing river on gloss paper
with dramatic all color photographs showing the river and its fishing in its different moods
throughout the year each book is authored by one experienced writer angler color photographs are
contributed by professionals helpful area maps provide access information for anglers including



river drifting campgrounds boat launching shuttling etc there is insider fly fishing help
including timing of insect hatches matching flies lodging guide and fly shop services additional
bibliography map sources phone numbers and addresses

Great river

1984

deep in trouble deep in the canyons fourteen year old dylan sands has come all the way from north
carolina to big bend national park on the texas mexico border to paddle the fabled rio grande his
partner in adventure is a local river rat his cousin rio as the two are packing their boats for
ten days in the canyons six black hawk helicopters appear overhead and race across the river into
mexico the army won t tell the boys what s happening but they are given a weather advisory a
hurricane is approaching the gulf of mexico dylan and rio have their hearts set on their trip and
can t give it up rio believes that their chances of running into border troubles or a major storm
are slim to none by canoe and raft dylan and rio venture into the most rugged and remote reaches
of the u s mexico border you may well not see another human being during the duration of your
trip the guidebook tells them they don t until a man stumbles into camp with a seven year old boy
a storm is brewing as the man who calls himself carlos begs for help and the boy is trembling
with fear

Great River: the Rio Grande in North American History

1999-12-30

the coup of the river is known as the moment in which heavy rainfall turns a stream into an
overwhelming body of water violently washing away everything in its path as it rushes down the
current taking into consideration this natural occurrence and the cultural political status of
puerto rico sebastian meltz collazo studies these concepts as analogous structures evoked through
the city of ponce interconnecting photographs and memoirs this book explores evidence and past
experiences as results of varying yet synonymous episodes in the island s stream culminating into
a singular chaotic event through time el golpe del rio

RIO LA

2022-01-25

a valencia county historical society publication

Great River

1954

photographer adriel heisey has captured the spirit of the rio grande with his awe inspiring
aerial images of the river heisey follows the waterway from its headwaters in the san juan
mountains of southern colorado through new mexico then as it straddles and defines the
texasmexico border and finally culminates with its outpouring into the gulf of mexico heiseys
images bring to life the unmistakable signature of water that the rio grande represents in the
arid southwestern landscape

River of Lost Dreams

1986-01-01

he ached to fly she trained tirelessly for the stage part one of river of january examines the
dizzying development of the twentieth century through the lives of virginia farm boy montogmery
chum chumbley in his quest to fly and helen thompson a glittering new york dancer who aspired to
fame

Rio Grande River

1997-11

when the sun sets on the r o grande valley all manner of dark voices begin to croak snarl and
wail come explore the black shadows amidst the mesquite and palm trees down at the water s edge



just have a care not to fall or be pulled into the current

Take Me to the River

2011-02-15

a grandmother and granddaughter share a magical trip to the hudson river affirming
intergenerational love and the power of water in this heart song of a picture book every day
abuela misses the ocean in puerto rico but on saturdays when the sun is high abuela takes her
granddaughter on a walk down the hill in harlem to twelfth avenue to a place that is just as
magical the hudson river there they visit yamaya mermaids that invoke child like wonder and hold
onto the memory of all who have passed through their waters together abuela her granddaughter and
the spirits of ancient religion and familial love celebrate the river that brought millions of
new americans to its shores through the generations

El Golpe Del Rio

2017-10-02

explores the river s facts and history as well as the people and communities that need the river
for survival

The Great River

1904

in the course of the hundreds of rio chama rafting trips that we ve logged during the last 30
years none of us has ever had a bad trip such is the magic of the rio chama no matter the weather
the water level the season the crowded big eddy boat ramp on a blistering sunday afternoon or
even the coffee forgotten at home the rio chama remains the people s river its stunning beauty
plus its exceptional camping user friendly whitewater and mostly predictable flows combine to
create one of the southwest s premiere multi day river running experiences the spectacular
towering canyon walls of the wild scenic section through the remote chama river canyon wilderness
is new mexico s own grand canyon the geology of the rio chama is so exceptional that this river
is ideally suited for a river guide with a geological theme and so following the release of the
rio grande geologic river guide in 2011 we turned our part time attention to the rio chama
although most rio chama recreation is focused on the el vado to big eddy stretch thedecision was
easily made to include the entire boatable section from the highlands in colorado to the
confluence with the rio grande as each section of the river displays its own visual spectacles
and assortment of adventures plus the geology is magnificent and diverse along the entire length
of the river

A River Runs Through Us

2015-02

a girl expresses her love of the river that she visits plays in and cares for throughout the year

River of Lost Dreams

1986

this study examines human interactions with the rio grande from prehistoric time to the present
day and explores what possibilities remain for the desert river

The Rio Grande

2011

the first atomic bombs were constructed at the los alamos national laboratory where lab workers
disposed of waste plutonium in nearby canyons leading to the rio grande today the environmental
consequences are just beginning to be understood as scientists examine the effects created by
past mishandling of one of the most toxic chemical wastes known written in an engaging accessible
style plutonium and the rio grande is the first book to offer a complete exploration of this
environmental history it includes an explanation of what plutonium is how much of it was released



by the los alamos workers and how much entered the river system directly from waste disposal and
indirectly as a result of atomic bomb fallout the book includes extensive appendices maps
diagrams and photographs environmental managers ecologists hydrologists and other river
specialists as well as concerned general readers will find the book readable and informative

Revista Del Río de La Plata

1991

River of January

2014-04-10

Along the River III

2014-01-21

The River Is My Ocean

2024-08-27

The River Motor Boat Boys on the Rio Grande

1915

The Rio de la Plata

1875

The Handbook of Jamaica ...

1898

Rio Grande and Tributaries, Rio Puerco and Rio Salado Dam
Construction

1977

Rio Salado Oeste, Maricopa County

2006

Upper Rio Grande Basin Water Operations Review

2007

Summary of Floods in the United States During 1960

1965



Regional Planning ...: Upper Rio Grande

1938

Rio Grande-Velarde to Caballo Dam O&M

1977

A Narrative of Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro

1853

The Rio Grande

2004

The Rio Chama

2021-12

Black Dirt Area, Wallkill River Basin Flood Control Project,
Orange County

1976

I Know the River Loves Me

2009

Ground-water Resources of the Middle Rio Grande Basin, New Mexico

2002

Rio Grande Above Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico

1960

Rio de Flag, Flood Control Study

2000

Reining in the Rio Grande

2015-07-15

Plutonium and the Rio Grande

1994-12-29
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